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Abstract
This paper identiﬁes a digitizer technology with unique features that facilitates feedback control for the realization of a software-based technique for
automatically calibrating detector responses. Three such auto-calibration techniques have been developed and are described along with an explanation of
the main conﬁguration settings and potential pitfalls. Automating this process
increases repeatability, simpliﬁes user operation, enables remote and periodic
system calibration where consistency across detectors’ responses are critical.
Keywords: Detector response matching, real time systems, fast neutron
detection, radiation monitoring, spectroscopy, digital signal processing.

1. Introduction
Large scintillation detector arrays and multi-channel digitizers have reported
use for the assay of radiation ﬁelds associated with fast neutrons [1–11]. However, shortcomings of photo-multiplier tube (PMT) technology that scintillation
5

detectors rely means similar detectors with the same hardware arrangement and
supply bias do not produce comparable responses. Signiﬁcant PMT variances
and other environmental instabilities must be accounted for in measurements
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that depend on matched detector performance. Consequently, supply biases are
usually adjusted manually and individually to control PMT gain and match the
10

detectors’ responses.
In addition, multi-channel, fast digitizers are the choice of data acquisition
(DAQ) electronics for the signals derived from these detectors. Sampling frequencies of greater that 250 MSa/s are typically required of these digitizers
given that the pulses to be digitized have widths of the order of tens of nanosec-
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onds and adequate pulse information is necessary for pulse shape discrimination
(PSD), among other analyses.
The maturity of these two technologies, their ability to detect fast neutrons directly, perform neutron/gamma discrimination reliably and low deadtime have made them a popular choice for helium-3 alternatives [1], enhanced
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nuclear safeguards and security monitoring [2–9] and fast neutron imaging applications [10, 11]. Besides the choice of detector and DAQ, all these measurements
analyse data from multiple detectors. Detector arrays of this sort can range from
a pair of detectors to arrays consisting of tens of detectors.
Fast neutron scintillation detectors rely predominately on established photo-
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multiplier tube (PMT) technology for scintillation light output capture, photonto-charge conversion and charge ampliﬁcation. The PMT gain can have signiﬁcant variance as a result of the multiplication of the tolerances associated with
the resistors used in the dynode chain (the tolerance of a resistor is the deviation
that a resistor may vary from its nominal value resistance, measured at 25◦ C
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with no load applied).
Furthermore, these carbon-based resistances cause PMT technology to have
temperature dependence of sensitivity and response. Consequently, detector
response functions can vary due to changes in the ambient environment and can
vary greatly from one detector to another [12]. Subsequently, some detector
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arrays, where the balance of detection response is of paramount importance,
have been commissioned with high tolerances and with a built-in trim resistor
on the PMT for gain adjustment, here, at best only a tolerance of ±10% could
be assured by the manufacturer [13].
2

Figure 1: Cs-137 spectra with 10-point ﬁnite impulse response (FIR) ﬁlter acquired from an
EJ309 liquid scintillator operated with a negative bias of 1645 V, 1745 V and 1845 V. This
illustrates the eﬀect diﬀerent PMT biases have on the pulse height spectra, particularly the
location of the Compton edge.

The nature of any mixed-ﬁeld analysis using an organic scintillation detector
40

array (or indeed any combination of sensors where the ampliﬁcation stages are
vulnerable to changes in gain or HV setting) relies on the comparison of count
rate and derived parameters such as spectra, neutron/gamma ratio, coincidence,
multiplicity, or a combination. Even with a base-line measurement across the
array the nonlinear response curves inhibit the potential to extract practical
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data, hence matching the response functions of all detectors in the array is
essential to any meaningful interpretation of data.
By adjusting the supplied high voltage (HV) the pulse height spectra (PHS),
used as a measure of PMT gain, can be compressed or elongated as is illustrated
by the Cs-137 PHS shown in Fig. 1. Detectors are response matched, in these
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instances, by aligning the Compton edge observed on the PHS of Cs-137 from
multiple detectors. For arrays with a signiﬁcant number of individual detectors
it is time consuming for the operator to manually adjust the HV for every detector to match responses based on the PHS. Furthermore, manual conﬁguration
is prone to human errors that reduce repeatability and consistency of setup.

3
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Detectors that are response matched can standardize hardware parameters
(e.g. pre-ampliﬁer, trigger threshold and PSD metrics), this alone can reduce
setup time by not having to determine and apply diﬀerent settings across several
diﬀerent detector channels and also generalizes the setting for use with comparable system setups. Similarly, for universal PSD parameters to be applicable
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across a detector array, detectors must have similar characteristics, response
functions and sensitivities [7]. In the past, this has been achieved by monitoring the detector count rates, visually inspecting the PSD scatter plots and
neutron/gamma ratios derived from measurements with a Cf-252 source [4, 13]
(NB. PHS analysis was unavailable in this instance). Traditionally, individual
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detector responses have had to be manually altered either using the trim potentiometer on the PMT or the supplied HV or both. However, in the majority
of cases a PMT trim potentiometer may not be available or accessible and all
response matching is limited to adjusting the HV supply.
Automating this process increases the repeatability of measurements, sim-
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pliﬁes the user operation and reduces the time taken to match the responses of
detectors by manually adjusting the HV. Furthermore, it removes the reliance
on the operator’s visual interpretation of the PHS to determine a suitable PMT
bias. The automation of this process also enables remote and periodic system
calibration where the accuracy of the measurement is critical and there exists a
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signiﬁcant environmental gradient across the detector array.
The signiﬁcant variance of PMT gain means fast neutron assay utilizing
scintillation detectors would beneﬁt from controllable HV supplies that are integrated with the digital acquisition electronics. A hardware arrangement of this
sort aﬀords control of PMT gain with feedback and is necessary for automat-
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ing the process of response-matching using software algorithms that determine
the detector’s response and adjusts the HV accordingly. This paper reports on
the development and testing of three such algorithms referred herein as autocalibration methods.

4

Figure 2: The front panel of the quad-channel Mixed-Field Analyzer (model no. MFAx4.3).
Source: http://www.hybridinstruments.com

2. The Enabling Technology
85

The auto-calibration methods discussed are made possible because of three
key features of the Mixed-Field Analyzer (model no. MFAx4.3) hardware by Hybrid Instrument Ltd., UK. The MFAx4.3 is a quad-channel high-speed digitizer
designed speciﬁcally to perform PSD on events arising from fast scintillators
in real-time. A comprehensive review of the current status of the MFA tech-
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nology shown in Fig. 2 is reported [14]. In brief and for the purpose of this
paper, the three features of the technology that enable the methods discussed
are summarized.
1. The MFA hardware supports Ethernet connectivity for direct PC interface
and use of a graphical user interface (GUI) software environment to aﬀord
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system diagnostics and setup.
2. The hardware can be conﬁgured from the GUI to stream either PSD data
or pulse height data to the host PC. When conﬁgured to multi-channel
analyzer (MCA) mode the software automatically conﬁgures to display
MCA windows to report PHS.

5
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3. The embedded/integrated HV supplies (one dedicated per high-speed digital input channel) means that the individual detector HV supplies can be
controlled from the same GUI used for data analysis.
This combination of PC-based control interface, real-time pulse height analysis and embedded HV supplies means that the real-time PHS can be analyzed
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by the software and used as feedback to automatically match detector responses
by adjusting the supplied HV.

3. The Implemented Auto-Calibration Methods
The software-based, real-time auto-calibration methods discussed in this paper were developed in partnership between Lancaster University, Hybrid Instru110

ments Ltd. and the IAEA. The auto-calibration methods were embedded into
Hybrid’s interface software for use with their MFA hardware suite.
3.1. MCA Settings
From the calibration window of the GUI the user is able to specify all settings
for the MCA and auto-calibration. Fig. 3 shows where all the MCA and auto-
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calibration settings are located in the GUI conﬁguration window (the following
numbers in superscript correspond to the setting highlight in Fig. 3). Here it
is possible to specify the number of channels contained in the MCA (number
of MCA channels 1 ), the maximum signal peak amplitude represented on the
MCA (Maximum peak 2 ) and the amount of ﬁltering applied to the PHS (MCA
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FIR ﬁlter 3 ), the latter of which will be discussed later. The Maximum peak
setting on the MCA stops oversized events that have saturated the input from
populating the rightest channels of the MCA. Events of this sort would be most
prevalent when the applied bias to the PMT and hence PMT gain is set too high
relative to the dynamic range on the digital input (which is governed somewhat

125

by the pre-ampliﬁer gain and ﬁxed hardware capabilities), resulting in pulses
that have amplitudes larger than can be digitized.

6

Figure 3: A screen capture of the GUI conﬁguration window with the MAC and autocalibration settings highlighted and corresponding to the labelled PHS shown in Fig. 4.

7

Figure 4: Cs-137 pulse-height spectrum acquired from an EJ309 liquid scintillator operated
with a negative bias of 1845 V, the present peak channel (the peak of the Compton edge)
is located at channel 324. The desired peak channel, in this instance, is channel 360 with a
tolerance of ±10 channels. The ROI lower channel is located at channel 140 and the ROI
upper channel is located at channel 460.

8

3.2. Auto-Calibration Settings
All techniques described rely on modelling the relationship between the MCA
channel number that contains the maximum counts in the Compton edge region
130

of a Cs-137 PHS (referred to as peak channel ) and the HV supplied to the PMT.
The implemented algorithms use a combination of the previous peak channel,
current peak channel, previous HV and current HV to determine the next HV
setting in an attempt to align the peak channel with the desired peak channel 4 .
For the convenience of this paper these are referred to as past (for previous
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settings, both peak channel and HV), present (for current settings, both peak
channel and HV) and future (for the new setting, HV only).
The MCA data is represented in software as an array of integers, each element of the 1-D array represents a single channel of the MCA, therefore the
total number of array elements deﬁnes the total number of MCA channels. The
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present peak channel is determined by passing each element of the array through
a loop that tests for maximum counts. Limits are deﬁned to reduce the number
of array elements to test and therefore reduce the processing time and to avoid
ﬁnding the peak channel in the region to the far left of the Compton edge. These
limits are referred to as ROI lower channel 6 and ROI upper channel 7 and are
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speciﬁed by the user in the GUI.
The user also speciﬁes the desired peak channel of the Compton edge on the
MCA and the allowable tolerance 5 on this channel number. These user settings
are represented visually in Fig 4 of a typical Cs-137 PHS from an EJ309 liquid
scintillator acquired using the interface software conﬁgured in MCA mode. The
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number of counts to be acquired in the peak channel is determined by the
percentage uncertainty 10 , where the number of counts = (100/uncertainty)2 , as
√
derived from the fractional uncertainty 1/ counts.
To protect the detector and PMT from over voltage damage a minimum
allowable HV is speciﬁed. Slightly misleadingly, the minimum HV 8 is the max-
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imum absolute value because the HV is negative. Similarly, the maximum HV 9
is the minimum absolute value and prevents a bias being set that is too insignificant to drive the detector and obtain suﬃcient data.
9

Two other settings, max number of iterations 11 and test timeout (minutes) 12 ,
are used to limit the maximum possible time spent attempting auto-calibration.
160

If the number of attempts to calibrate a channel exceeds the max number of
iterations the calibration of that channel is terminated. The calibration of all
channels is terminated if the total runtime exceeds the speciﬁed test timeout
(minutes).
There is potential for calibration of a single or all channels to fail and is
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typically due to poor choice of user conﬁguration settings. Table 1 presents
auto-calibration report messages, a probable cause of failed calibration and an
explanation.
3.3. Initialization and General Conditions
During the initialization of the auto-calibration procedure the system au-
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tomatically switches to MCA mode if not already in that mode, all open plot
windows are closed and all arrays are cleared of previously processed data. The
apply-to-all option on the HV setting is unchecked given that diﬀerent HV settings will certainly exist across calibrated channels. Finally, an auto-calibration
start time is recorded.
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In all three methods three states exist in relation to the present peak channel
and the desired peak channel. These states are listed below and are referenced
during the explanation of each of the auto-calibration methods.
S1) The present peak channel is greater than desired peak channel + tolerance
(i.e. absolute value of the HV is too great).
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S2) The present peak channel is less than desired peak channel − tolerance
(i.e. absolute value of the HV is too low).
S3) The present peak channel is equal to the desired peak channel ± tolerance
(i.e. the HV is acceptable).
3.4. Linear Fit Method
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With this method channels are calibrated sequentially. All HVs are ﬁrst
switched oﬀ, one HV channel is switched on at a time, calibrated and then
10

Report Message
FAIL:

{device

IP

ad-

dress}/{channel #}.
HV attempt out of range.

HV

Probable Cause

Explanation

Range of allow-

Calculated future HV falls outside the allowable range

able HVs are set

of HVs. Calibration of this channel will be termi-

too narrow.

nated.

ROI lower channel

Peak channel of left-hand peak assumed to be that

is set too low.

of the Compton edge region. Using incorrect peak

set to 0 V, manual conﬁguration
required.
FAIL:

{device

IP

ad-

dress}/{channel #}.
HV attempt out of range.

HV

channel to calculated future HV will likely cause it

set to 0 V, manual conﬁguration

to exceed the allowable range of HVs. Calibration of

required.
FAIL:

this channel will be terminated.
{device

IP

ad-

Max number of it-

Inappropriate expectation of the number of iterations

dress}/{channel #}.

erations is set too

required to successfully calibrate a channel relative to

Maximum iterations reached. HV

low.†

other constraints. Calibration of this channel will be

set to 0 V, manual conﬁguration

terminated.

required.
FAIL: Auto-calibration timed-out.

Test

timeout

Inappropriate expectation of the time required to suc-

Manual conﬁguration required on

(minutes) is set

cessfully calibrate all channels relative to other con-

remaining channels.

too low.

‡

straints. Calibration of remaining uncalibrated channels will be terminated.

SUCCESS:

{device

IP

ad-

n/a

Calibration of this channel was successful. The cali-

dress}/{channel #}.

brated HV value and corresponding peak channel are

HV set to {volts} V, peak channel

reported.

at {peak channel}.
Table 1: Typical auto-calibration report messages, probable cause of failure and brief explanation.
†

Relative to a). the tolerance on the desired peak channel and b). the number of MCA channels. These settings
have an impact on the number of iterations to calibrate a channel and should be considered when optimizing
the MCA and auto-calibration settings.

‡

Relative to a). the tolerance on the desired peak channel, b). the number of MCA channels, c). the number
of channels between the ROI lower and ROI upper channel (i.e. the number of channels tested for maximum
counts), d). the amount of ﬁltering applied to the PHS and e). the activity and proximity of the calibration
source. All these settings have an impact on the auto-calibration processing time and should be considered
when optimizing the MCA settings, auto-calibration settings and geometry of the experimental setup.

11

switched oﬀ before moving on to the next channel. This is to stop high-rate
channels from consuming the processing bandwidth and preventing other channels from calibrating. When complete all calibrated HVs are switched back
190

on.
Once the statistical uncertainty has been met in the peak channel for the
ﬁrst time (i.e. past HV and past peak channel are NOT available) the present
peak channel and present HV are used to calculate the future HV based on
the assumption that the relationship between peak channel and absolute HV

195

is directly proportional and passes through the origin (i.e. y-intercept equal to
zero).
If it is not the ﬁrst iteration (i.e. past HV and past peak channel are available) then in both cases the future HV is calculated on the basis that the relationship between the peak channel and absolute HV is directly proportional.

200

The gradient and y-intercept are derived from the past peak channel, the present
peak channel, the past HV and present HV, eﬀectively dy/dx. The gradient and
y-intercept of this linear relationship are then used with the desired peak channel
to calculate the future HV. Past and present variables are reassigned accordingly, the new HV is set and the process continues until state S3 is met, or the
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maximum number of iterations is reached, or an attempt to set an out-of-range
HV, or the entire process times-out.
Once state S3 is met the HV on that channel is set to zero, the subsequent
channel’s HV is switched on and the calibration process repeated.
3.5. Binary Search Method

210

This method also calibrates channels sequentially and implements a simple
binary search algorithm to do so. The initial HV is determined by calculating the mid-point value between the user speciﬁed maximum and minimum
HVs. Once the statistical uncertainty has been met the present peak channel is
compared to the desired peak channel, if state S1 is true the HV value at the
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mid-point between the present HV and the lower value of the absolute HV (i.e.
the maximum HV) is the next HV applied. Conversely, if state S2 is met the
12

HV value at the mid-point between the present HV and the greater value of the
absolute HV (i.e. the minimum HV) is the next HV setting. This process is
repeated until state S3 is true, or the maximum number of iterations is reached,
220

or the entire process times out.
With this method the calibrated HV is achieved in no more than (log2 N )
iterations (rounded-up to the nearest integer), where N is the number of potential MCA channels for the peak channel. Using Fig. 4 for example, an MCA
with 500 channels, the desired peak channel may only be possible in 1 of 320
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of the channels because of the ROI lower channel (140) and ROI upper channel
(460) limits. This being the case (log2 320) = 8.3, therefore, the calibrated HV
should be achieved in 9 or less iterations (i.e. the minimum number of bits
needed to represent 320, 29 = 512). This is often an over estimation because of
leniencies introduced by the tolerance on the desired peak channel.
The simplicity of this method means that no previous HV setting is used as
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a starting point when auto-calibration is evoked, instead the HV ﬁrst applied is
always the mid-point value between the user speciﬁed maximum and minimum
HVs.
3.6. Optimized Linear Fit Method
Unlike the previous two, this method attempts to calibrate channels simulta-
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neously by processing data from all active channels in parallel. After a channel
has been calibrated the HV is switched oﬀ to reduce the volume of data being
processed and reduce the time taken to calibrate the remaining uncalibrated
channels. When calibration is complete all calibrated HVs are switched back
240

on.
Once the statistical uncertainty has been met in the peak channel for the
ﬁrst time (i.e. past HV and past peak channel are NOT available) the present
peak channel is compared to the desired peak channel. If the state is S1 the
future HV is simply equal to (present HV − 20). Similarly, if state S2 the future
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HV is equal to (present HV + 20).
Similar to the standard linear ﬁt method, if it is not the ﬁrst iteration then in
13

(a)

(b)
Figure 5: The multi-channel analyzer (MCA) graphical-interface with unﬁltered gamma-only
pulse-height spectrum 5a and with 20-point ﬁnite impulse response (FIR) ﬁltered gamma-only
pulse-height spectrum 5b of data acquired from an EJ309 liquid scintillator positioned 45 mm
from a Cs-137 source.
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both cases the future HV is calculated on the basis that the relationship between
the peak channel and absolute HV is directly proportional. The gradient and
y-intercept are derived from the past peak channel, the present peak channels,
250

the past HV and present HV, as before and used with the desired peak channel
to calculate the future HV. Past and present variables are reassigned accordingly, the new HV is set and the process continues until state S3 is met, or the
maximum number of iterations is reached, or an attempt to set an out-of-range
HV, or the entire process times out.
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Another improvement of this method is the implementation of a real-time
embodiment of a ﬁnite impulse response (FIR) ﬁlter for MCA data. The smoothing eﬀect that this has on the PHS is very beneﬁcial, for both human and
computational interpretation, in better determining the peak channel in the
Compton edge. The magnitude of the ﬁlter can be set whilst acquiring data
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and the ﬁltering inﬂuence displayed in real time. MCA FIR ﬁlter is a user speciﬁed requirement of the MCA settings as detailed in section 3.1. Fig. 5 shows
an unﬁltered PHS and a 20-point FIR ﬁltered PHS for Cs-137 acquired from
an EJ309 liquid scintillator. This ﬁltering improves the reliability by which the
software algorithm can determine the peak channel in the Compton edge region.
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4. Results and Discussion
The linear ﬁt method showed promise, however, assuming that the linear
relationship between peak channel and HV passes through the origin for the
ﬁrst iteration is an unsuitable model. This model occasionally caused calculated
HVs to continuously alternate between either being too high or too low, never
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allowing the channel to calibrate. This was particularly prominent when the
initial HV was far from the HV setting actually required to achieve the desired
peak channel.
The binary search method was signiﬁcantly more reliable than the linear
ﬁt method. However, this implementation is ineﬃcient given that all prior
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HV settings are discarded and even if an original HV matched the criteria it

15

would still pass through a full calibration procedure and take, up to as many
as, (log2 N ) iterations, where N is the number of channels tested for maximum
counts. This drastically increased the time required to complete auto-calibration
especially for considerably large arrays and calibration sources with particularly
280

low activity.
The optimized linear ﬁt method rectiﬁed the issues highlighted with the
original linear ﬁt method by calculating a gradient and y-intercept of the initial
HV for the ﬁrst iteration using a small ±20 V change in the initial HV. This
produced a closer linear model of the non-linear relationship between the peak
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channel and HV and on average required about four iterations.
Fig. 6 shows calibrated PHS from four EJ309 liquid scintillators using the
optimized linear ﬁt method and a 331 kBq Cs-137 calibration source. Fig. 7
shows the PSD scatter plots for the same four calibrated detectors exposed to
the Cs-137 source. The four detectors were positioned with the edges of their
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front faces touching to form a 100 mm square, the source was placed in the
centre of the four detectors. The MCA was conﬁgured with 500 channels, the
desired peak channel was set to channel 250 ± 10 and the PHS were smoothed
with a 30-point FIR ﬁlter. The uncertainty was set to 5%, equating to 400
counts ((100/5)2 ) in the peak channel of the Compton edge. The ROI lower
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channel was set to 200 and the ROI upper channel was set to 499. For this
particular set-up and source activity the auto-calibration took about 4 minutes
to complete, the notiﬁcations reported during the process are shown in Fig. 8.
The speed that the system and the described methods can automatically
calibrate a detector depends on several variables. Table 2 details these variables
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together with an explanation of how it aﬀects the rate of pulse-height data
acquisition and computer processing time and ultimately the speed of autocalibration. The variables have been ordered by how easily they can be altered
and the signiﬁcance that they have on the speed of auto-calibration.
Filtering the PHS produced smoother spectra that made the identiﬁcation
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of the peak channel more reliable. For instance, with the previous two methods
the peak channel could potentially shift with signiﬁcant impact (i.e. fall outside
16

System Variable

Slows Down Auto-calibration

Speeds Up Auto-calibration

Proximity of the source

Greater distance of the source from the

Shorter distance of the source from the

to the detector (hard-

detector will take more time to acquire

detector will take less time to acquire

ware; easily adjusted

the speciﬁed statistical uncertainty in the

the speciﬁed statistical uncertainty in the

providing no physical

peak of the Compton edge and will require

peak of the Compton edge and will not

constraints exist)

a relatively long test timeout period.

require as long a test timeout period.

Detector

trigger

Lower trigger thresholds will process a

Greater trigger thresholds will process a

threshold

(software

relatively high rate and range of pulse

relatively low range of pulse heights with

easily

heights with a lower proportion of these

a greater proportion of these pulses be-

the

pulses being in the useful Compton edge

ing in the useful Compton edge region

region. This will take more time to ac-

(providing the threshold is not so great

quire the speciﬁed statistical uncertainty

that peak of the Compton edge is not dis-

in the peak of the Compton edge and will

carded). This will take less time to ac-

require a relatively long test timeout pe-

quire the speciﬁed statistical uncertainty

riod.

in the peak of the Compton edge and will

/ﬁrmware;
adjusted

using

calibration GUI)

not require as long a test timeout period.
Calibration source ac-

Low activity will take more time to ac-

High activity will take less time to acquire

tivity (hardware; de-

quire the speciﬁed statistical uncertainty

the speciﬁed statistical uncertainty in the

pends on source avail-

in the peak of the Compton edge and will

peak of the Compton edge and will not

ability)

require a relatively long test timeout pe-

require as long a test timeout period.

riod.
Detector

eﬃciency

Lower detector eﬃciency will take more

Higher detector eﬃciency will take less

(hardware; ﬁxed and

time to acquire the speciﬁed statistical

time to acquire the speciﬁed statistical

would require detector

uncertainty in the peak of the Compton

uncertainty in the peak of the Compton

redesign)

edge and will require a relatively long test

edge and will not require as long a test

timeout period.

timeout period.

volume

Smaller detector volumes will take more

Larger detector volumes will take less

(hardware; ﬁxed and

time to acquire the speciﬁed statistical

time to acquire the speciﬁed statistical

would require detector

uncertainty in the peak of the Compton

uncertainty in the peak of the Compton

redesign)

edge and will require a relatively long test

edge and will not require as long a test

timeout period.

timeout period, but may have reduced

Detector

PSD quality.
ROI lower channel and

Wide range will take more time to ﬁnd

Narrow range will take less time to ﬁnd

upper channel range

the present peak channel, will increases

the present peak channel, but will in-

(software;

easily ad-

the risk of ﬁnding the left-hand (scatter)

creases the risk of the envelope not en-

justed using the cali-

peak on the MCA and may attempt to

compassing the peak of the Compton edge

bration GUI)

locate this to the desired peak channel.

and therefore not ﬁnding the true location
of the present peak channel on the MCA.

Table 2: System variables with an inﬂuencing factor on the speed that the system and the described methods can automatically
calibrate a detector.
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Figure 6: Superimposed Cs-137 pulse-height spectra from four EJ309 scintillators calibrated
using the optimized linear ﬁt method. The MCA was conﬁgured with 500 channels, the PHS
was smoothed with a 30-point FIR ﬁlter, the desired peak channel was set to channel 250 ±
10.

of the desired peak channel ± tolerance) simply because of Poisson ﬂuctuations
seen in the unﬁltered spectrum shown in Fig. 5a. The improved spectrum,
ﬁltered using a 20-point FIR, is shown in Fig. 5b. However, currently the MFA
310

hardware, when conﬁgured in MCA, reports a single sample to represent the
pulse height. By summing multiple samples around the peak of the pulse (the
method used by most multi-channel analyzers) the resolution of the pulse height
would be improved and the tolerance to signal noise would be better potentially
reducing the reliance on the PHS ﬁlter.
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The optimized linear ﬁt method reduced calibration time by performing
data capture and analysis in parallel across all uncalibrated channels instead
of calibrating channels sequentially as with the earlier two methods. However,
when a new HV is calculated and updated, all HVs of the MFA are switch oﬀ
and then switch back on and ramped up to the existing HVs bar the newly
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calculated HV which replaces its existing. This regular cycle of switching oﬀ all

18

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7: Cs-137 PSD scatter plots for four EJ309 scintillators calibrated using the optimized
linear ﬁt method. Each plot shows the gamma plume recorded with a Cs-137 source placed
on-axis and 50 mm from the front face of the detectors.

Figure 8: Notiﬁcations reported during the optimized linear method for the superimposed
Cs-137 pulse-height spectra shown in Fig. 6 and the PSD scatter plots shown in Fig. 7.
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HVs to update the HV on just one of those channels is not optimal and inﬂuences
the distribution of pulse heights recorded during the ramping up of the HVs.
Consequently, this contributes to the PHS recorded and used for determining
the appropriate operating HV and so has a detrimental eﬀect on the calibration
325

data.
Initially, the auto-calibration function was designed as a support tool for
nuclear inspectors utilizing these systems for nuclear safeguards monitoring and
veriﬁcation. Scintillation detector systems and associated digital processing
technology would be taken into the ﬁeld and require periodic calibration or
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calibration following transit and system set-up. Automation of the calibration
process would speed-up set-up time, improve repeatability and consistency and
be operated by an inspector not speciﬁcally trained for manual calibration of the
system. Nonetheless, this function could also be applied during long measurements to monitor possible gain shifts, especially where environmental changes
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are prominent and consistency of detector performance is critical to the measurement campaign, providing a characteristic energy peak exists indeﬁnitely in
the ﬁeld under observation.

5. Conclusions
This paper has highlighted the need and beneﬁts of auto-calibration meth340

ods for organic scintillation detector arrays. We have reported on the development, implementation and testing of three auto-calibration methods that were
employed on a multi-channel digitizer with integrated detector HV supplies.
Required MCA and auto-calibration settings have been identiﬁed and potential pitfalls of ineﬀective settings described. Areas of current shortcomings and

345

future developments have also been reported.
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